
A Color Story
color is a wordless expression of your feelings 

The Perfect Gift
CREATE...

Hello! My name is ____________________________ . I am here to grow meaning by
understanding what colors are most meaningful to me in relationship to [a person, event etc.]
______________________ . 
 
My desire is to create a [state the piece of jewelry you want: earrings, bracelet etc.]
_____________________ by [date] __________________ in order to celebrate [event]
__________________________. 
 
My budget is at least $8,500 and I understand that a final price will be determined based on
the project's parameters.

Your Signature
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Congratulations! You have selected a very visual package that will help you
contour your gift based on the colors that are most important in your & your
loved one's life.  

Please fill in the blank spaces in this document using your particular information,
then send it to Victoria at victoria@ogalleryo.com.  



A Color Story

Your True Colors

color is a wordless expression of your feelings 

DISCOVER...

>>> Take a look around you. What colors do you notice in your life? 
  
 
 
>>> What colors bring out your gratitude, love and joy? 
 
 
 
>>> Which colors come to ming in your relationship with your loved one? 
 
>>>>>> physically (on clothes, furniture etc) 
 
 
 
>>>>>> metaphorically (colors that define your relationship) 
 
 
 
>>>>>> experiences (colors were a part of shared experience)  
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In this journey, we will explore what colors have shaped your life and where their
meaning can amplify into an exquisite manifestation of your gratitude, love and
joy. Take a minute to think about your answer to every question below, then
write it down...

A Color Story



A Color Story

your personal object, magnifique!

QUESTIONNAIRE

The Perfect Gift

FOR MY...

GEMS*

GEM SIZE:

GEM QUALITY:

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

HARD GEMS*SOFT GEMS*

TYPE

Platinum  -  18k Gold  -  18K Two-Color Gold  -  18k Tri-
Color Gold

METAL

Ladies' Ring  -  Men's Ring  -  Locket  -  Pendant /
Necklace  -  Bracelet  -  Other Object 

Please circle your preferences, then send this document to Victoria at
victoria@ogalleryo.com. 

DIAMONDS: White  -  Yellow  -  Colored 
COLORED SAPPHIRES: Yellow  -  Blue  -  Pink
COLORED SAPPHIRES: Yellow  -  Blue  -  Pink
(lab grown) 
GARNET: Purple  -  Red  -  Blue  -  Green

TANZANITE
OPAL
TOURMALINE
ZIRCON

PHENOMENAL GEMS!*

ALEXANDRITE**
STAR SAPPHIRE***
STAR RUBY****

How often do you expect the piece to be worn? _____________________ 
What price range is comfortable for you? __________________________ 
Do you have any particular design features that you wish to be incorporated?
_________________________________________________________
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(we strongly suggest harder gemstones for this process) 



A Color Story

your personal object, magnifique!

The Perfect Gift
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* We work only with the finest quality gemstones! Selections for the "A
Color Story" perfect gift are selected precisely for their strength as color
expressions. If you had your heart set on a specific stone, which is NOT
on this list, we can certainly accommodate it (by special request). 

****STAR RUBY - The Gemstone of Kings! Ruby is associated with
power, wealth and the protection that comes from the two. It is
believed that this gem helps its owner acquire more gems - a good tip
if you plan on starting a collection! Known for its unique asterism,
the six-rayed star effect appears most clearly under natural light.
This asterism brings focus to the intense red.

*** STAR SAPPHIRE - A celestial blue like no other. The sapphire is
the epitome of elegance, a gemstone linked to the planet Venus and
to Friday (a day dedicated to the goddess Venus). It is representative
for the month of September and covers the zodiac signs of Taurus
and Gemini. In ancient times it was believed that sapphire taps the
power of the "third eye" and that it has the ability to influence spirits.

** ALEXANDRITE - A very rare color changing stone that is so
striking that its dramatic shifts are called the "Alexandrite effect".
This expression varies within the color fields of reds, purples and
blues with a splash of X. It's a phenomenal gemstone which we love
to recommend as a highlight for this package precisely because of its
intense color changing effect. 


